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Abstract. This paper presents a multi-objective approach to Web space
partitioning, aimed to improve distributed crawling efficiency. The in-
vestigation is supported by the construction of two different weighted
graphs. The first is used to model the topological communication infras-
tructure between crawlers and Web servers and the second is used to
represent the amount of link connections between servers’ pages. The
values of the graph edges represent, respectively, computed RTTs and
pages links between nodes.
The two graphs are further combined, using a multi-objective partitio-
ning algorithm, to support Web space partitioning and load allocation
for an adaptable number of geographical distributed crawlers.
Partitioning strategies were evaluated by varying the number of partiti-
ons (crawlers) to obtain merit figures for: i) download time, ii) exchange
time and iii) relocation time. Evaluation has showed that our partitio-
ning schemes outperform traditional hostname hash based counterparts
in all evaluated metric, achieving on average 18% reduction for download
time, 78% reduction for exchange time and 46% reduction for relocation
time.
1 Introduction
The importance of Web search services is undeniable. Its effectiveness and uti-
lity strongly depends on the efficiency and coverage of the underlying crawling
mechanisms.
Crawling a dynamic and evolving Web is a complex task which requires
a large amount of network bandwidth and processing power, thus suggesting
crawling distribution as a suitable approach to Web information retrieval.
The quality of a distributed crawling system is largely dependent on: 1)
the amount of computer nodes and storage capabilities to increase computing
and data processing power and 2) the existence of multiple network connection
points, to increase the total communication bandwidth and the dispersion of
network overload. The deployment of these systems can also take advantage
of the distributed infrastructure to obtain considerable gains when downloaded
pages are fed to the information retrieval modules for indexing.
The slicing of the target Web space and the assignment of each part to the
crawlers is a very well known partition problem, defined as it follows:
For a given number of C distributed crawlers, residing in a pre-defined Web
graph Internet topology, compute the C partitions that minimize page download
time and crawler page exchange information, maintaining balance as possible.
Several different graphs may be obtained from the Web by using Internet
communication metrics, the number of links between pages and other relevant
data. When considering a significant period of time, graphs may evolve in con-
junction with changes in: the amount of Web sites, the number of pages and
links to pages and the Internet communication infrastructure, thus imposing a
periodic update of the older computed partitions.
The information generated by the partitioning process may be spread among
crawlers and used for routing the URLs. The routing process combines an IP
aggregation mechanism similar to the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR),
allowing a considerable reduction on the routing table’s size.
To estimate download and exchange times metrics both average Round Trip
Time (RTT) and bandwidth between each crawler and servers need to be com-
puted. The available bandwidth for each crawler is bounded in each of the mea-
surements of the RTT derived from real measures. The total crawler download
time is a function of the number of pages available at each server and the RTT
between crawlers and servers. The number of existent links between servers is
used to estimate the value for URLs exchange time, between two crawlers in
different partitions connected by Web links.
Presently, our results have been only compared with the traditional hostname
based hash assignment. Comparison with other authors’ approaches is envisaged
to future work.
2 Related work
A taxonomy for crawl distribution has been presented by Cho and Molina [1].
They also proposed several partitioning strategies, evaluated using a set of de-
fined metrics. The work included guidelines on the implementation of parallel
crawler’s architecture, using hostname and URL hashing as the base partitio-
ning technique. In what follows, we will use a hostname hash based partitioning
scheme to compare it with our own work results, discarding URL hash based
distribution schemes, because it generates a large number of inter-partition links.
In [2] a hostname based hash assignment function is used as well, focusing a
consistent hash mechanism.
The work in [3] proposes a redirection mechanism to allow a crawler to over-
come balancing problems using a URL hash function after the hostname hash
function is applied.
In [1] coordination is classified as: 1) independent, 2) static assignment and
3) dynamic assignment. Following this approach, the current proposal adopt an
hybrid coordination strategy that uses both static and dynamic assignment. To
accommodate Web evolution, dynamic assignment is reflected on the informa-
tion collected in previous crawls where a central coordinator decides the initial
partitions. Static assignment is reflected between partitioning stages, where each
crawler decides on its own where to send the links found.
Another closely related research [4] presented a partitioning mechanism based
on a hierarchical structure derived from the URL components. Coordination uses
IBM TSpaces to provide a global communication infrastructure. In our work,
Web space partitioning results from the application of a specific partitioning
algorithm.
In a previous work [5], we evaluated a scalable distributed crawling supported
by the Web link structure and a geographical partitioning.
3 Partitioning strategies
Traditional hostname hash based partitioning strategies are considered good
partitioning schemes, because they allow a crawler to extract all the URLs be-
longing to the same Web site thus reducing inter-partition communication. This
scheme although robust, mainly because it allows a light scalable and decentra-
lized URL routing mechanism, it does not take into account the real network
and link infrastructures, thus reducing the chances to crawling optimizations.
Distributed crawling is aimed to: i) reduce Web page download times, ii)
minimize the amount of exchanged information between partitions (crawlers);
and iii) balance Web space load among crawlers. In our approach we create a
simplified model of the Internet communication infrastructure and of the Web
topology based on the relevant data collected by a first crawling run. Because
there is no routing information available for the first URLs, a hash assignment
mechanism is used to reach a first partitioning stage.
Subsequent partitioning stages are based on the previous graph configurati-
ons and partitions, thus preserving old graph values and updating only the new
data, to be able reduce the time to calculate the new partitions. In this paper,
the process of graph evolution is not described.
To optimize Web page download time, we use the communication distance
between Web servers and crawler clients, which is computed as the Round Trip
Times (RTT) between crawlers and servers, obtained by using a traceroute tool.
The parsing the downloaded pages allows to calculate the amount of links poin-
ting to pages allocated to other partitions, which will be used to compute the
exchange time.
For each Web server, to balance the page download work assigned to each
crawler, we also take into account the number of pages per server. Next, two
separate graph representations are created using RTT and Web link data.
The partitioning of multiple graphs, whose vertices are shared, may be vi-
ewed as a single multi-objective graph with multi-edge weights. In what follows
we focus on the RTT and link graphs. The study and exploitation of other sort
of graphs, like geographic proximity and content awareness, are also under in-
vestigation.
3.1 Multi-level partitioning
The graph partitioning problem aims to divide the vertices of a graph into a
number of roughly equal parts, such that the sum of the weights of the edges
is minimized between different parts. Given a graph G = (V,E) where |V | = n,
the partitioning of V into k subsets, V1, V2, . . . , Vk, is such that Vi∩Vj = ∅,∀i6=j ,
|Vi| = n/k,
⋃
i Vi = V , and min
∑
j∈cut w
e
j , where cut is the set of edges of E
whose incident vertices belong to different subsets, and wej is the weight of edge
j.
∑
j∈cut w
e
j is also known as the edge-cut.
Partitioning problems are considered NP-complete, and several algorithms
have been developed that find good partitions in reasonable time. Multilevel
partitioning addresses the partitioning problem by successive coarsening phases,
that transform the initial graph into smaller graphs.
Afterwards, a k-way partitioning algorithm is used to process the smaller
graphs and produce other partitions that will be back projected (uncoarsed) to
the initial graph. We use a k-way partitioning scheme adapted from the original
Kernighan-Lin algorithm (KL) [6] which is similar to that described in [7]. Basi-
cally, the KL algorithm starts with an initial partition that iterates to find a set
of vertices from each partition, such that moving that set to a different partition
would yield a lower edge-cut. Whenever it finds a set that meets the required con-
dition, the set is effectively moved to that partition and the algorithm restarts,
until no further reduction of the edge-cut is achieved.
We started using Metis [8], which is a suitable tool for graph partitioning,
however our approach imposes some particular constraints. First, we must en-
sure that each partition contains just one crawler. Second, the crawlers must be
constrained to a single? partition. Then, moving a crawler using KL algorithm
must be avoided. Finally, the initial phases of the coarsening process should be-
nefit of the existent Web topology, to favour optimization and take advantages
of the natural organization of the Web pages into Web hosts and IPs.
3.2 Multi-objective partitioning
To achieve the multi-objective partitioning, we followed the procedure suggested
in [9] and named it the Multi-objective Combiner. First, each graph representing
each one of the objectives is partitioned separately. Afterwards, a third graph is
created by assigning weights to the edges computed using the sum of the original
weights normalized by the edge-cut of the associated objective.
Each normalized weight is affected by a preferential factor, to smooth the
differences of magnitude existent between each of the initial graphs. The multi-
objective partitioning will result from the application of the partitioning algo-
rithm to the third graph. In order words, if we consider k objectives and k graphs,
one for each objective, G1 = (V1, E1), G2 = (V2, E2), . . . , Gk = (Vk, Ek), after
the partitioning of these graphs there is one edge-cut for each: ec1, ec2, . . . , eck.
The combined graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) where Vc =
⋃k
i=1 Vi and Ec =
⋃k
i=1Ei and
each Ec has a weight of w
e
c =
∑k
i=1
piw
e
i
eci
, where pi is the preferential factor for
each graph i. In what follows we will use constant values for pi factors, however,
preliminary experiments revealed promising results when considering pi varia-
tion.
Two scenarios were considered for evaluation: 1) Graph vertices as Web hosts
and 2) Graph vertices as IP hosts. Graph vertices as Web pages were not con-
sidered due to the additional complexity in the partitioning algorithms and to
the difficulty to achieve a scalable representation of the routing tables.
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(d) Combined graph
Fig. 1. Graph examples
Figure 1(a) depicts an example graph containing 28 pages (vertices) and 38
links (edges) among them. The partitioning algorithm starts by coarsening the
graph into a IP graph like the one in Fig. 1(b). Hostname coarsening is not
shown in the figure. In the coarser graph, pages are collapsed in the same vertex
IP, resulting in a vertex weight calculated as the sum of the pages contained in
the Web site at that vertex being the values of new edges computed as the sums
of the link edges of the previous graph. Assuming that the depicted Web pages
are hosted by some IPs and considering that there are two crawlers to download
these pages, we may represent the RTT graph as in Fig. 1(c). Vertices weights in
this graph are the same for all vertices. The dashed lines represent the resultant
partitions.
Depending on the chosen scenario, we could have coarsened the page graph
and we use the hostnames as vertices, or coarse one level deeper the hostname
graph and we use IPs as vertices. In this example, we used IP graph coarsening.
Each vertex has a weight which is the sum of weights of its hosts, being the edge
weights the sums of the edge weights of the finer graph.
After each one of these graphs is partitioned (two partitions in this example)
and their edge-cuts computed, a new combined graph is generated with their
edges affected accordingly as mentioned before. The final partitions obtained
from the partitioning of this combined graph are shown in Fig. 1(d). In these
examples, the graphs weights do not correspond to actual RTT or link values.
4 Evaluation
To study and evaluate the proposed approach for multi-objective graph parti-
tion, we merged two independent Portuguese Web collections into a single one
comprising 16,859,287 URLs (NetCensus [10] and WPT03 [11]).
Since then, the derived collection has supported the development and vali-
dation of the partitioning algorithms and produced statistics of the Portuguese
Web. In particular, it is the source of the data information used to obtain the
RTTs and the extracted link data, along with other sort of information related
to Internet topology entities and their associated geographic entities.
As topological entities, we identified the Internet address block (Address
Block), the address aggregate published by autonomous systems in BGP rou-
ting (Address Aggregate) and the autonomous system (AS). The identified geo-
graphical entities include cities and respective countries. The number of IPs for
each of this entities is the following: 46,650 Hostnames, 6,394 IPs, 1,875 Address
blocks, 620 Address aggregates, 363 ASs, 339 Cities and 24 Countries.
It is interesting to point out that a number of 4,627 additional IP routers,
not previously included were discovered during traceroute operation. Another,
surprising fact is that 52% of the IP servers actually reside outside of Portugal
despite the fact that the evaluation refers to Portuguese Web space.
To obtain partitioning results, we used a variable number of up to 30 crawlers
to process 1, 903, 336 URLs, containing 26, 472 hostnames associated to a total
of 1, 700 IPs. We initially constructed two different sets of graphs, based on RTT
and Web link data obtained in previous experiments. The first set includes an
IP graph and a hostname graph whose arcs are weighted by the computed RTT
between nodes. The second set is made of two link graphs with IP and hostname
nodes constructed using the method described in Sect. 3.2.
Partitioning strategies were evaluated by varying the number of partitions
(crawlers) to obtain the following metrics: i) download time; ii) exchange time;
and iii) relocation time. Although we believe that the maximum number of
partitions used is acceptable, we plan to increase this number in future work.
The following metrics reflect a communication latency between crawler and
servers, although we disregard server load, we assume this latency is far small
than communication latency.
Download Time: For a set of partitions, the download time estimates the
maximum time needed to download the totality of the pages included in the
set. For a server i the download time needed by crawler j may be approximated
by the formula: dtsi =
Mi
Lj
(2RTTij +
Lj ·psi
BWij
+ PTi), where Lj is the number of
pages downloaded in pipeline by http persistent connections between crawler j
and server i; Mi is the number of pages of the server i; RTTij and BWij are
the RTT and the available bandwidth between the crawler j and the server i,
respectively; psi is the average page size of the server i. PTi is a politeness wait
time interval between consecutive connections to the same server. Note that, at
each moment, a crawler can only have a single connection to a server.
Considering a total load of Sj servers for crawler j and Nj http simultaneous
connections, the total download time for the crawler j is given by the equation:
dtj =
1
Nj
∑Sj
l=1 dtsl.
The maximum total download time was defined by the time taken by the
slowest crawler or heaviest partition of p partitions, given by the expression:
maxpi=1 dti.
Exchange Time: As each partition j has several links to other Web sites
assigned to different partitions, the associated URLs have to be forwarded to the
crawlers responsible for the associated partitions. The estimated time needed to
exchange the foreign URLs is given by the equation: etj =
1
Nj
∑P
l=1 2RTTjl +
su·nljl
BWjl
, l 6= j, where RTTjl is the RTT between crawlers l and j, nljl the total
number of links from the partition j to the partition l, su is the average size of
a single URL, BWjl is the bandwidth between crawlers and Nj is the number
of simultaneous links forwarded. The total time to process all the partitions is
estimated as the maximum value over all the partitions.
Relocation Time: Relocation time estimates the amount of time taken to
move the URLs from an original partition to a destination partition, whenever
the addition of a crawler imposes a reassignment of the initial partition configu-
ration.
It is equivalent to exchange time except for nljl that is the number of relo-
cated links from the partition assigned to crawler j to the partition assigned to
crawler l in the new configuration. A maximum for all partitions is calculated.
The results produced by the formulas above constitute the base for a series of
experiments conduced to compare our results (which we call SIRe) and hostname
hash based partitioning schemes, using the following values: Lj = 10, BWij = 16
Kbps, psi = 10 KB, PTi = 15, su = 40 bytes and Nj = 10. The time values
obtained may seem high because of the low bandwidth used.
Figure 2(a) shows the estimated values for download time considering four
schemes: i) SIRe with hostnames as vertices, ii) SIRe with IPs as vertices, iii)
hostname hash based partitioning and iv) a centralized solution.
As expected, the increase in the number of partitions diminishes download
time for all partitioning methods, effectively improving the centralized appro-
ach. Both SIRe based schemes outperform the hash based partitioning method,
however no improvement is achieved by hostname SIRe based in comparison
with IP SIRe based partitioning. In fact, there is a tendency for equality. On
average an 18% reduction is achieved using IP SIRe based over hostname hash
based partitioning.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Download and Exchange Time for SIRe and Hash Host based partitioning
Fig. 3. Relocation Time for SIRe and Hash Host based partitioning
Figure 2(b) presents the results obtained for the estimation of the exchange
time. Host SIRe based partitioning behaves similar to hostname hash based
counterpart. On the other hand, IP SIRe based partitioning clearly outperform
the other methods, achieving on average 78% reduction over hostname hash
based partitioning.
Figure 3 presents the results for the estimated relocation time of the URLs
assigned to the partitions after a new crawler is added. SIRe based schemes
outperform the hostname hash based scheme for the majority of partitioning
configurations. However, IP SIRe based scheme tends to achieve better results,
with a reduction of 46% on average of hostname hash based partitioning.
5 Conclusions and future work
This paper presents SIRe´s (Scalable Information Retrieval environment) appro-
ach to Web partitioning, a project that seeks to optimize Web crawler download
and exchange times. The approach is supported by the construction of two diffe-
rent weighted graphs. The first graph is used to model the topological communi-
cation infrastructure between crawlers and Web servers. The second graph allows
to represent the amount of link connections between server’s pages. The values
of the edges represent, respectively, computed RTTs and pages links between
nodes. The two graphs are further combined to support Web space partitioning
and load balancing for variable number of geographical distributed crawlers by
means of a multi-objective partitioning algorithm.
The proposed approach differentiates instead of using a deterministic hash
function to slice the target Web space, as most of the approaches referenced
in the literature, is based on the possibility of using earlier knowledge of the
servers and communication paths infrastructure to build an appropriate graph
representation of the Web from where to derive a partitioning scheme.
To validate our work proposal, the partitioning algorithms were adapted to
the specific requirements of the Web space under study, namely, crawler sepa-
ration and compulsory assignment to at least one partition, and the need to
provide additional control over the coarsening mechanism.
Evaluation showed that SIRe´s based partitioning schemes outperforms host-
name hash based counterparts for all the evaluated metrics. Justification for
these results resides in the fact that traditional hostname hash based schemes
do not consider the amount of pages in each server. SIRe´s improvement is par-
ticularly relevant in situations where there is a significant difference in the total
number of Web pages contained in each of the Web servers.
Differences between Host and IP SIRe approaches are not noteworthy for
download times. We claim that IP SIRe is a better overall solution, even consi-
dering that Host SIRe partitioning strategy take longer time to run, because of
the power-law distribution of pages on Web servers. In fact, a lot of servers with
a small number of pages and few servers with a large number of pages, impose
a maximum download time for the partition that hold heavy page load servers.
Host SIRe based partitioning exchange time was not able outperform Host
Hash based scheme most likely due to the multi-objective preferential factor
assigned to the link objective. IP SIRe based partitioning has considerably better
performance because hostnames belonging to same IP have a larger number of
links between them, thus decreasing the exchange time.
SIRe based partitioning relocation times are better than Host hash based
scheme, although very unstable. Boundaries around 170 minutes for SIRe based
schemes relocation time correspond to the relocation of heavy page load servers.
In future work we will take into account this issue.
For all the 30 configurations considered, IP SIRe based partitioning strategy
achieved a considerable time reduction, when compared to the hostname hash
based scheme.
SIRe partitioning schemes seek to optimize multiple objectives which are
optimized simultaneously, thus both download times and exchange times are
counterbalanced. Changing the preferential factors for graph weight combination
would certainly bias the results toward improved download times and worst
exchange times, and vice versa. In the future we plan to vary preferential factors
to check for better partitioning results.
Currently we are working to include other optimization objectives including
i) content similarity between Web pages and ii) download optimization, taking
into account the page size and frequency of change, when crawlers are working
in incremental mode. The two graph edge weights used so far, might be extended
with some content similarity between pages, thus allowing content aware parti-
tioning to enable the creation of focused partitions; possible exchange overhead
reduction may also be achieved based on page links affinity due to page simila-
rity. Also, in incremental crawling mode, pages are visited several times based
on its change frequency. Frequently visited pages induce an additional load to
the crawler responsible for those pages, causing load unbalance among crawlers.
The addition to the graph representation of the page change frequency estima-
tion may result in the improvement of load balancing.
Finally, we think that graph evolution with real time updates and partitioning
algorithm distribution is also a hot topic for further work.
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